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Electrolytic Bullion Refining in United States. E. B. Dug- 
HaM. (Amer. Inst. Mining Engin., lviii, 811 . ) - -The  electrolytic 
process was installed in the Philadelphia Mint in I9o2 , in the Den- 
ver Mint in I9o6 , and in the San Francisco Mint in I9O8. i t  will 
also be used in the New York Assay Office on the completion of the 
new building. The mints and assay offices accept bullion carrying 
more than 200 thousandths of precious metals. The costs of 
refining run from I cent per ounce on good silver bullion to 8 cents 
per ounce on bullion carrying 800 thousandths base. The costs on 
ordinary gold bullion average 4 cents per ounce. On account of 
these high costs on very base bullion, most of it is sent to private 
refineries where the facilities for handling this grade of material 
are better and the refining charges, therefore, less than at the mints. 
At the San Francisco Mint bullion containing silver is treated in 
cells charged with a nitric acid electrolyte. These cells produce fine 
silver and leave a residue rich in gold. This residue, together with 
the crude gold bullion, is treated in cells having a chloride elec- 
trolyte. These produce fine gold and leave a residue containing 
silver chloride. This is reduced to the metallic state with zinc, and 
is then treated in the silver cells. The different waste solutions and 
the wash waters, after  being freed from the bulk of their precious 
metals, still contain copper and other metals. These are removed 
by scrap iron, and are then treated in the copper cells having a sul- 
phate electrolyte. These cells produce pure copper and collect a 
residue containing lead, some gold and silver, and all the metals 
of the platinum group originally in the bullion. This residue is 
relatively small, and is melted into bars and stored until sufficient 
accumulates for treatment. The initial treatment of the bullion is 
in vertical cells, a modification of the Moebius cell, devised at the 
Philadelphia Mint. The scraps from the vertical cells are re-treated 
in the horizontal cells, a modification of the Thorn cells. Each 
type of cell has its advantages and disadvantages. The Wohl- 
will gold process is used at all the mints; this was the outcome of 
experiments to separate platinum from gold. 

Black W a te rp roo f  Dressing.  ANON. (Amer. Mach., xxxv,  
18, 85o . ) - -A  black waterproof dressing for railway and wagon cov- 
erings, tarpaulins, etc., can be made by mixing together 7 pounds best 
black paint, ~ pound powdered litharge, I pint oak varnish, ~ pint 
boiled linseed oil, and ~ pint thick boiled oil. Apply as an ordinary 
paint. 
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